
What is Freedom Based Training? 
Perhaps the best way to explain it is to break it down: 
 

Training is the art of developing toward an end goal.  
 

Freedom is the ability to make the right choices for you in any given situation.  
 
Freedom Based Training embraces the paradox of these two ideas - freedom and 
training. To do this we develop depth of relationship and width of skill in a balance, 
using passive leadership instead of dominant leadership. In this way, we train and 
develop horse and human to enjoy each other’s company so completely that a 
continually increasing range of activities together becomes a part of what is natural 
and fun to do together in relationship.  
 
The practice of Freedom Based Training begins with the horse at liberty in as much 
freedom as is safe in a given situation. As we observe the horses and their choices 
we develop the understanding of where to be, when to be, and how to be so that we 
have a rich conversation that a horse appreciates. This conversation over time is the 
artistry that bonds horse and human together very much like the horses in a high 
functioning herd. Once this bond is established between horse and human and the 
language is developed for a rich conversation, then time and presence are the 
ingredients we add to do anything you can imagine doing with a horse.  
 
Things you might want to know about the clinic/workshop are: 

● In a clinic, each person works with their own horse for at least one hour per 
day and observes the other participants in process the rest of the day. Elsa 
divides her time between giving lectures introducing each new activity, helping 
participants work through the process and general Q&A throughout the clinic. 

● In a workshop, participants work with different groups of horses, which may or 
may not be their own. Generally, all participants work with all horses and thus 
gain a wider spectrum of experience about how different horses may react. As 
some participants interact with the horses, the others sit with Elsa, observing 
and sharing thoughts. Elsa also gives small lectures introducing each new 
activity, allows time for general Q&A and makes sure to offer clear guidance 
on how to work with a variety of horses in different situations.  

● Both clinics and workshops are appropriate for the total beginner as well as 
for the experienced horse person. No equipment is needed, except what is 
necessary for bringing the horses into the enclosure where the conversations 
will be held. 

● Throughout the conversation, the horse remains in liberty, ideally in a large 
enclosure and without any restraints or tools. 

● The activities can progress from just being near the horse to touching, to 
moving together, which could eventually lead to riding at liberty. 

 
Freedom based training is what many are looking for. A simple and logical method to 
develop a deeper bond with our horses, developing trust and enjoyment. The 



understanding of Freedom Based Training allows us to leave behind the tools of 
dominance in any situation where we have the time and patience to develop and 
learn in a more kind and gentle way.  
 


